Abstract. Let P be an linear, elliptic second order symmetric operator, with quadratic form q, and W a potential such that the Hardy inequality
Introduction
The question to find good Hardy inequalities is currently a very active topic of research. Generally speaking, if we are given a linear elliptic, second order, symmetric operator P on a domain Ω, and q is the quadratic form associated to P , then a Hardy inequality for P with weight W ≥ 0 and constant λ is the inequality Several interesting questions can be asked about such inequalities.
1.1. The best constant. The first very natural question is, for a given weight W , to compute the best constant λ 0 and to discuss whether it is attained by a minimizer in the underlying space or not. Another interesting quantity, as we shall explain later, is the best constant at infinity. It is defined as follows:
Definition 1.1. The best constant at infinity λ ∞ is the supremum of the set of α ≥ 0 such that the Hardy inequality with constant α is satisfied outside some compact set K α ⊂⊂ Ω:
Let us now give a celebrated example of Hardy inequality for P = ∆, which will be a guideline for us in this paper (here and everywhere, the 1 Laplacian is taken with the sign convention that makes it a nonnegative operator):
If Ω is a convex bounded domain of R n , and δ is the distance to the boundary of Ω, then
Furthermore, 1 4 is the best constant and the best constant at infinity, and is not attained in H 1 0 (Ω). 1.2. Improving Hardy inequalities. A very natural question is the following: for the Hardy inequality (1.1) with the best constant λ 0 , can we improve it by adding another non-negative potential V to the left-hand side, i.e. is there a positive constant µ and a non-negative, non-zero potential V such that
Of course, such an improvement -if it exists -is not at all unique, and finding a potential V which is "as large as possible" is important.
Results by Filippas-Tertikas [10] , Agmon [2] , Pinchover [12] , [14] , MarcusMizel-Pinchover [11] , Pinchover-Tintarev [15] among others show that the best constant at infinity, as well as the existence of minimizers, play a rôle in this problem. Indeed, results by Agmon [2] (see also Pinchover [14] , Lemma 4.6 for the non-symmetric case) show that if the best constant at infinity is striclty greater than the best constant in the inequality (1.1), then no improvement by a non-negative, non-zero potential V is possible.
Also, define D 1,2 to be the completion of C ∞ 0 (Ω) with respect to the norm √ q. Then, Pinchover-Tintarev show (Lemma 1.1 in [15] ) that if W > 0 and if there is a minimizer of the following variational problem: inf u∈D 1,2 \{0} q(u) Ω W u 2 , (1. 4) then no improvement by a non-negative, non-zero potential V is possible.
In the case that the best constant at infinity is strictly larger than the best constant, or that there is a minimizer, the Hardy inequality (1.1) is not so interesting, mainly because the potential W "does not grow fast enough at infinity" in a certain sense. It is thus legitimate to take the following definition: Definition 1.3. The Hardy inequality (1.1) is said to be good if the best constant is equal to the best constant at infinity, and if there is no minimizer of the variational problem (1.4).
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Such a good Hardy inequality can sometimes be improved, but not always: the typical counter-example is the classical Hardy inequality in R n , n ≥ 3:
for which the best constant and the best constant at infinity are both equal to n−2 2 2 , has no minimizer, but that cannot be improved.
However, for the Example 1.2, it turns out that the Hardy inequality can be improved. The first improvement of inequality (1.2) has been obtained by , for V ≡ 1, however this improvement is not good in the preceeding sense -in fact, V ≡ 1 is a small perturbation of ∆ (see Pinchover [13] ), and the best constant at infinity is infinity. Later, a good improvement was obtained by Brezis-Marcus [5] . Let us introduce the normalized logarithm function, defined by
The improvement obtained by Brezis-Marcus is with
Example 1.4. For the Hardy inequality (1.2) in a convex bounded domain Ω, we have the improved Hardy inequality
where D is any constant such that
Furthermore, 1 4 is the best constant and the best constant at infinity, and is not attained in H 1 0 (Ω). More recently, Barbatis-Filippas-Tertikas [4] have obtained a series of successive good improvements of the Hardy inequality (1.2), whose first step is the inequality (1.5). Let us define for i ≥ 1,
and by convention X 0 ≡ 1. Let us also define
and
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Example 1.5. Let Ω be a convex bounded domain, then we can choose D > sup x∈Ω δ(x) big enough so that for every i ≥ 1, the following improved Hardy inequality holds
Furthermore, 1 is the best constant and the best constant at infinity, and there is no minimizer in the corresponding space D 1,2 .
Remark 1.6. The fact that there is no minimizer in D 1,2 actually follows from Pinchover-Tintarev [15] , since in this case we can improve the inequality.
1.3.
Connection with the spectrum of 1 W P . When the potential W in the Hardy inequality (1.1) is positive, there is a spectral interpretation of the best constant and the best constant at infinity. Consider (the Friedrich extension of) the operator 1 W P , which is self-adjoint on L 2 (Ω, W dx) (see [9] ). Then the best constant in (1.1) is the infimum of the spectrum of 1 W P , and the best constant at infinity is the infimum of the essential spectrum of 1 W P . Also, there is a minimizer of the variational problem (1.4) if and only if the infimum of the spectrum of 1 W P is an eigenvalue. Thus the spectrum of 1 W P is closely related to the Hardy inequality. Agmon indicated in [1] (see also [11] ) that the essential spectrum of δ 2 ∆ on a bounded domain is [ 4 , ∞) (in fact, he claimed so for a different -but related -situation). Agmon's assertion implies at once that if Ω is convex, then the best constant and the best constant at infinity for the Hardy inequality (1.2) are equal to 1 4 . 1.4. Optimal Hardy inequalities. In the article [9] , starting from a general operator P , we obtained optimal potentials W , that is potentials for which the Hardy inequality (1.1) holds with best constant equal to the best constant at infinity, and which have no minimizer, but which cannot be improved. As we explained before, since the best constant and the best constant at infinity coincide, the fact that they cannot be improved is not expected at all. Furthermore, if W is positive, for the class of optimal potentials constructed in [9] , we know that the spectrum of the operator
|x| 2 for Ω = R n is an example of an optimal potential. These optimal potentials are obtained through a construction that we called the supersolution construction, and which we quickly recall now: let u 0 and u 1 be two linearly independant positive supersolutions of P , then the nonnegative potential
∇ log u 0 u 1 satisfies the Hardy inequality (1.1) with λ = 1 (in fact, the norm | · | is a norm associated to P , as we shall explain later). Moreover, the results of [9] show that if and
However, the optimal potentials have two drawbacks: first, the existence of two linearly independant positive solutions u 0 , u 1 of
does not always hold: one generally needs to remove one point in Ω in order to guarantee this condition, and the potential obtained will have a singularity at that point. Secondly, finding the asymptotic of W (u 0 , u 1 ) at infinity, or even a lower bound of W (u 0 , u 1 ) in order to get a more explicit Hardy inequality, is a difficult problem. Actually, it is an open problem to give sufficient conditions guaranteeing that W (u 0 , u 1 ) is positive in a neighborhood of infinity. This is an interesting question, since the connection between the Hardy inequality and the spectrum of the operator It is sometimes more natural to work with non-optimal (but good enough) potentials given by an explicit formula. Instead of two positive solutions u i of
we can take two (well chosen) positive supersolutions. For example, the Hardy inequality of Example 1.2 is obtained by the supersolution construction with u 0 = 1 and u 1 = δ (which is not a solution). Furthermore, the potentials of the Examples 1.2, 1.4 and 1.5 are not optimals, because the corresponding Hardy inequality can be improved, but they satisfy the two other properties of optimal weights (that is, the best constant is equal to the best constant at infinity and there is no minimizer). We will also see that each improvement of the Hardy inequality of Example 1.5 can also be obtained using the supersolution construction, with explicit supersolutions u 0 and u 1 which are functions of δ. It is tempting to ask if the property that the spectrum of constructed in [9] , remains true for more general Hardy inequalities. In particular, for the Hardy inequalities of Examples 1.2 and 1.5, it is interesting to ask if the spectrum of 1 W P is [1, ∞).
1.5.
Our results and organization of the article. In this article, we will generalize the results of [9] concerning the spectrum of 1 W P (obtained in the case of specific optimal potentials W ), to non-optimal potentials obtained by the supersolution construction, provided that the function u 0 and u 1 are approximate solutions of P at infinity. We will show in particular (Theorem 3.5) that for the improved Hardy inequalities of Example 1.4, the spectrum of
In particular, this proves Agmon's claim. As an immediate consequence of this, we recover the value of the best constant and of the best constant at infinity in the improved Hardy inequalities 1.6, without the intricate computations done by [4] . An interesting open problem would be to show that the spectrum is actually absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure, in particular that there is no embedded eigenvalue.
Let us explain heuristically our result. We assume that the functions u 0 and u 1 of the supersolution construction are approximate solutions of
at infinity, so at infinity the potential is "almost optimal". Since the essential spectrum depends only of what happens at infinity, we will be able to show that the essential spectrum of The plan of the article is as follows: in section 1, we establish a general result that will be the key to studying the spectrum of our operators. In section 2, we apply this result to the Hardy inequality (1.4). In section 3, we consider the case of the Hardy inequality on minimal submanifolds of R n , which was obtained by Carron [7] .
General theory

Preliminaries. We recall that the Laplacian ∆ is taken with the sign convention that makes it a nonnegative operator.
Notation: For two positive functions f and g, we will write f ≍ g if there is a positive constant C such that
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Let Ω ⊂ R n , n ≥ 2 be a domain (or more generally, a smooth manifold of dimension n). The infinity of Ω is the ideal point of the one-point compactification of Ω. From this, we derive the notions of neighborhood of infinity in Ω, of convergence at infinity for a real function defined in Ω, etc... Let ν be a positive measure on Ω. Consider a symmetric second-order elliptic operator L on Ω with real coefficients in divergence form
1) Here, −div is the formal adjoint of the gradient with respect to the measure ν. We assume that for every x ∈ Ω the matrix A(x) = a ij (x) is symmetric and that the real quadratic form
is positive definite. We will denote the norm associated to this quadratic form by | · | A , that is
Moreover, it is assumed that P is locally uniformly elliptic, and the coefficients of P are locally sufficiently regular in Ω so that standard local elliptic regularity applies. We denote by q the quadratic form associated to P , defined by
We will consider the Friedrichs extension of P , which we will also denote P . It is a self-adjoint operator on L 2 (Ω, dν). We will make use of the following two constructions. The first one is called the h-transform and is defined as follows: if h > 0 is regular enough, we can define the operator
. Also, we have the formula
where
is the divergence with respect to the measure h 2 dν.
We call the second construction the change of measure. Let W > 0, then we can consider the operator 1 W P . It is a self-adjoint operator on L 2 (Ω, W dν), and has the same quadratic form than P . If div W is the divergence for the measure W dν, then hal-00787321, version 1 -12 Feb 2013
which follows from the formula
2.2.
A spectral result. We first establish a general result. Let us take L in the form (2.1), and assume that L1 = 0 (or, which is the same, that c = 0). Then, by Allegretto-Piepenbrink theory, the spectrum of L is included in [0, ∞). Assume also that there exists two positive constants C and R, and a positive measure χ satisfiying (for any a > R)
Then the spectrum of L is [0, ∞): more precisely, for every η ≥ 0, we can construct a Weyl sequence whose support goes to infinity, i.e. a sequence (ϕ n ) n∈N of smooth, compactly supported functions such that
and for every compact K ⊂ Ω, there is an N such that the support of ϕ n is in Ω \ K for every n ≥ N . 
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Proof. Without loss of generality, we can assume that |∇v| A → 1 when x → ∞. We will use the fact that L satisfies the two formulae:
(2.9) Fix η ≥ 0, and let µ := √ η. Define ϕ = e iµv . Then, using formula (2.8), we
We want to define ϕ n := ψ n (v)ϕ, where ψ n (v) is going to play the rôle of a "radial" cut-off function. We first compute (using fomulae (2.8) and (2.9))
We now define the real function ψ n : we take ψ n (t) equal to 1 if t ∈ [a n + 1, b n − 1], 0 if t = [a n , b n ] -a n and b n to be chosen later -, and such that there is a constant C independant of n satisfying
We are now ready to estimate each of the terms appearing in the computation of (L − η)ϕ n : we first have, using hypothesis (2.7),
Moreover, using that Lv and |∇v| A are bounded, and the fact that ψ ′ n and ψ ′′ n are supported in the interval [b n − 1, b n ], we get (using again hypothesis (2.7))
Furthermore, since |∇v| 2 A → 1 at infinity, we have
We now choose the sequences (a n , b n ) n∈N inductively: suppose that (a n−1 , b n−1 ) is defined, then take a n > min(b n−1 , n) such that |Lv| ≤ 1 n on the set {v ≥ a n } (here we use hypotheses (2.5) and (2.6)), and take b n such that
Collecting all the estimates, we get that
which concludes the proof.
Spectral result for Hardy inequalities.
We now apply Proposition 2.1 to study Hardy inequalities. We consider a symmetric operator P on L 2 (Ω, dν) of the form (2.1). We take u 0 , u 1 positive (regular enough) functions on Ω, and denote by
Recall that X 1 is defined by
and consider the non-negative weight
(here and everywhere in the paper, X −1 1 is a notation for
and not for the inverse of X 1 ). We know from the supersolution construction of [9] that in the case where u 0 , u 1 are solutions (resp. supersolutions) of P , then
are solutions (resp. supersolutions) of P − W . In the general case, we have the following computational Lemma (see [9] for the proof of the first inequality): Lemma 2.3. The following formulae hold:
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In order to study the spectral properties of 1 W P , we perform simultaneously a h-transform and a change of measure: we consider the operator
which is symmetric on L 2 (Ω, u 2 1/2 W dν) and unitarily equivalent to W −1 P − 1 . We compute from the formulae (2.3) and (2.4) that
where the divergence is for the measure u 2 1/2 W dν. Let us denote by V the potential
(we used for the last equality Lemma 2.3), and byL the symmetric operator
We have then the following consequence of Proposition 2.1: 
Proposition 2.4. Assume that the following conditions are satisfied:
lim x→∞ u 0 (x) u 1 (x) = 0,(1)lim x→∞ 1 2W (V 0 + V 1 )X −1 1 u 0 (x) u 1 (x) = 0,(2)lim x→∞ V 0 − V 1 W = 0,(3)
Then the essential spectrum of
W −1 P on L 2 (Ω, W dν) is [1, +∞).
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Remark 2.5.
(1) The condition on the measure is in particular satisfied if there is a positive constant C such that for every a and b big enough,
(2) It will be clear from the proof that ifW = W in a neighborhood of infinity of Ω, then the essential spectrum ofW −1 P is also [1, ∞).
Proof. Since W −1 P − 1 and L are unitarily equivalent, it is enough to show that the essential spectrum of L is [0, ∞). By Lemma 2.3, we have
Define v := X . We can apply Proposition 2.1 toL: for every η ≥ 0, there is a Weyl sequence (ϕ n ) n∈N forL − η, with the support of ϕ n going to infinity. Since lim x→∞ V (x) = 0, we conclude that (ϕ n ) n∈N is also a Weyl sequence for L − η. Hence the essential spectrum of L contains [0, ∞). For the inverse inclusion, it is enough to prove that 0 is the infimum of the essential spectrum of L. By Persson's formula, λ ∞ (L), the infimum of the essential spectrum of L, is given by
Let ε > 0. Since V tends to 0, we can find a compact set K such that |V | ≤ ε on Ω \ K. 
We will be also interested in the part of the essential spectrum below the essential spectrum. For this, we will use the following Lemma: 
Then L has a finite strictly negative spectrum.
Proof. We apply Lemma 2.3 to get
Using the hypotheses, we see that in a neighborhood of infinity, L √ v ≥ 0. The result of [8] gives the conclusion.
We apply this to the setting of Proposition 2.4:
Then the spectrum of W −1 P strictly below 1 consists (at most) in a finite number of eigenvalues of finite multiplicity.
Remark 2.8. It is clear from the proof that the same conclusion also holds forW −1 P , ifW = W in a neighborhood of infinity of Ω.
Proof. It is a direct consequence of Lemma 2.6, applied with L = L = u
Bounded domains of R n
In this section, Ω will be a general (not necessarily convex, otherwise stated) smooth bounded domain of R n , and δ is the distance to the boundary.
In this section, we study the spectrum of the operator J −1 i (∆ − W i−1 ) for the Hardy inequality obtained in [4] , and that we presented in Example 1.5. We will make use of the following well-known properties of the δ function, for which we give a partial proof at the end of this section:
There is a non-empty neighborhood U of ∂Ω in Ω such that |∇δ| = 1 on U . If furthermore Ω is convex, we can take U = Ω. Also, in the general case, ∆δ is bounded in a neighborhood of ∂Ω in Ω, and if Ω is convex then ∆δ is nonnegative in the distribution sense on Ω.
Let us recall the definition of the functions X i : we set by convention X 0 ≡ 1,
and for all i ≥ 1,
We will use the following formula which gives, for i ≥ 1, the derivative of X i , and which is extracted from [4] :
. Now, we have the following computation, which is a direct consequence of Lemma 2.3, and which implies the Hardy inequality (1.6) obtained in [4] (related computations have been performed in [10] ). 
Moreover, if U is the neighborhood of ∂Ω given by Lemma 3.1, then H i = W i on U , where 
then the Hardy inequality (1.6) takes place on Ω.
Remark 3.4. Actually, D in Corollary 3.3 can be chosen independently of i: it is a consequence of the fact that the series
converges for every t ∈ [0, 1). For a proof of this fact (kindly provided to us by A. Tertikas), see the Appendix.
Proof of Corollary 3.3.
The hypothesis on D gives that R i ≤ 1, so that by Proposition 3.2 and the fact that ∆δ ≥ 0, we have
Given that U i,0 > 0, this implies by Allegretto-Piepenbrink theory that
which is equivalent to saying that (1.6) holds on Ω.
Proof of Proposition 3.2. The proof of the formulae (3.1) and (3.2) is by induction on i, using the construction described in Lemma 2.3. Indeed, to pass from (3.1) and (3.2) of index i to (3.1) and (3.2) of index i + 1, just apply Lemma 2.3 with P = ∆ + H i , u 0 = U 0,i and u 1 = U i,1 . In order to initialize the induction, we apply Lemma 2.3 with P = ∆, u 0 = δ D , V 0 = ∆δ δ and u 1 = 1, V 1 = 0, and we get exactly the formulae (3.1) and (3.2) for i = 0. Now assume that the formulae (3.1) and (3.2) are true for the index i, and apply Lemma 2.3 with P = ∆ + H i , u 0 = U 0,i and u 1 = U i,1 . By the induction hypothesis,
The formulae of Lemma 2.3 gives (3.1) and (3.2) for the index i + 1, upon noticing that
The fact that W i = H i on U follows from the following computation:
We now prove the announced spectral result for the Hardy inequality (1.6), as a consequence of Proposition 2.4. Recall that for i ≥ 1,
and by convention
Theorem 3.5. For every i ≥ 0, the essential spectrum of the operator [1, ∞) , and in particular 1 is the best constant at infinity in the Hardy inequality (1.6).
Proof. By simplicity, we will assume that
on all Ω (and not only in a neighborhood of infinity). If it is not the case, one has to use the Remarks 2.5 and 2.8 . The modifications are left to the reader.
We have seen in the proof of Proposition 3.2 that the improved Hardy inequality (1.6) at step i is obtained by applying the construction of Lemma 2.3 with 
We want to apply Proposition 2.4 to P , u 0 , u 1 , W := J i . We have to check the three corresponding conditions. Notice that
Next, remark that
Therefore,
so the second and the third conditions of Proposition 2.4 are satisfied. It remains to verify the condition on the measure. Noticing that
0,i , we see that the measure is dν = J i U 2 0,i dx. We compute
|∇Y i+1 | Therefore, by the coarea formula, When ε → 0, the surface measure of the level set {δ = ε} is equivalent to |∂Ω|, and therefore we obtain that when a and b go to +∞,
Applying now Proposition 2.1 gives that the essential spectrum of L i is [1, ∞) . Concerning the finiteness of the spectrum under 1, it is immediate to see that the previous computations imply that the hypotheses of Proposition 2.7 are satisfied, which gives the result.
Proof of Lemma 3.1. We prove only that there is a neighborhood of infinity U in Ω such that |∇δ| = 1 in U . Since Ω is regular, it satisfies the interior and exterior sphere condition: for every x 0 ∈ ∂Ω, we can find two balls B 1
By compactness of Ω, we can assume that the radius of all such balls is bounded from below by a positive constant. Therefore,
x 0 is a neighborhood of infinity in Ω or in R n \ Ω, and δ ≥ c > 0 on Ω \ U 1 and on R n \ (U 2 ∪ Ω) for some positive constant c. Now, take x ∈ Ω with δ(x) < c 2 , then there is y ∈ ∂Ω such that x ∈ B 1 y and d(x, y) = δ(x) < d(x, y) , we have for every z ∈ B 1 y ,
. But it is easily computed that |∇δ 1 | = |∇δ 2 | = 1, and therefore |∇δ| ≤ 1 Now, a variation along the radius of B 1 y gives |∇δ| ≥ 1 and therefore |∇δ| = 1 in a neighborhood of infinity.
The analogue of Proposition 3.2 and Theorem 3.5 holds for the improved Hardy inequalities considered in [10] , where δ is replaced by ϕ(x) := |x| 2−n , which is harmonic (and not only superharmonic). Let us explain this: for n ≥ 3, we consider Ω a bounded domain of R n containing 0, and we define
Equation (3.3) has already been obtained in [10] . We then have the following result, which is proved exactly like Theorem 3.5, considering what is happening around zero rather than at the boundary of Ω:
Theorem 3.6. For n ≥ 3, let Ω is a bounded domain of R n containing 0. Define
Then the spectrum of the operator R −1
In particular, 1 is the best constant around zero in the improved Hardy inequality
Remark 3.7. The fact that 1 is the best constant around zero was already shown in [10] .
Minimal immersions of the Euclidean space
We consider a minimal isometric immersion M n ֒→ R N , for n ≥ 3. We will denote by A the second fundamental form of this immersion. Let x 0 be any point of R N , and let r = d R N (x 0 , ·) be the Euclidean distance. G. Carron [7] has shown the following Hardy inequality:
Of course, if x 0 is a point of M , then an easy argument using test functions localized close to x 0 shows that This result is not so surprising, since by results of Anderson, we know that the condition on the second fundamental form implies that M is asymptotically Euclidean. In fact, we will use the estimates of Anderson in order to establish Theorem 4.1.
Proof. The proof is once again an application of Proposition 2.4. First, let us recall Carron's computation that leads to (4.1). We have The proof of Proposition 2.4, which relies on Proposition 2.1, shows that it is enough to prove the following three properties: we see that it is enough to prove the estimate on the measure with v = log r. By the co-area formula, a≤log r≤b r 2−n W = a≤log r≤b r 2−n r −2 ≍ a≤log r≤b r −n |∇r| ≍ e b e a t −n dV (t), so that the corresponding measure on R + is dχ(t) = t −n dV (t).
We have to check that for any a big enough, 
Appendix
Here, we give a proof of the fact that the series k≥1 X 1 (t) · · · X k (t) converges for every t ∈ [0, 1). We thank A. Tertikas for having provided us with the proof. For every ϕ defined on the unit ball B 1 , we have the following
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Hardy inequality (as a simple consequence of Allegretto-Piepenbrink theory, or by direct integration by parts)
